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Abstract 
 

The main aim of this paper is to obtain a unique common tripled fixed point theorem in partial ordered metric space using Caristi type 

contraction. 
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1. Introduction 

The notion of coupled fixed point is introduced by Bhaskar and 

Lakshmikantham [1] and studied some fixed point theorems in 

partially ordered metric spaces. With the inspiration of coupled 

fixed point theorem concept, In 2011, V.Berinde and M.Borcut [2] 

introduced the concept of triple fixed point and obtained some 

fixed point theorems for contraction type maps in partially ordered 

metric spaces. In 1976, Caristi proved the following famous fixed 

point theorem. 
 

Theorem 1.1 [6] Let       be complete metric space and 

      be lower semi continuous and bounded below function. A 

mapping       is said to be Caristi type map on   dominated 

by   if   satisfies                    for each    . Then   

has a fixed point.  
 

It is well-known that the Caristi’s fixed point theorem is one of the 

most valuable generalization of the Banach contraction principle. 

 

The aim of this paper is to study unique common triple fixed point 

theorem for four maps by using Caristi type contraction for 

compatible maps over partially ordered Metric Space. 

 

Definition 1.2 (See [1]) Let       be a partially ordered set and 

         Then the mapping   is said to have mixed monotone 

property if        is monotone non decreasing in   and is 

monotone non increasing in y; that is for any      ,       
                for all     and               
        for all       
Inspired by Definition 1.2, Lakshmikantham and Ciric in [17] 

introduced the concept of    mixed monotone mapping. 

Definition 1.3 (See [4]) Let       be a partially ordered set and 

         Then the mapping   is said to have mixed    

monotone property if        is monotone   non decreasing in   

and is monotone    non increasing in Y; that is for any      , 

                        for all     and         
                for all       

Definition 1.4 (See [3]) Let           and        An 

element               is called 

    a coincidence point of mappings     if                
                      
     a common tripled fixed point of the mappings     if      
                                      
 

Definition 1.5 (See [3]) The mappings           and 

      are said to be commutative if             

                                    and  (        )  

             
 

Lemma 1.6 (See [5])  Let   be a reflexive relation on a 

nonempty set M and       a function bounded from below, 

then     and     ; then          .  

 

2. Main Results 

 
Theorem 2.1:  Let         be a partially ordered metric space 

and let             and         be two mappings 

satisfies 

 

(2.1.1)   (                 )  
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where             is lower semi continuous function and 

              be an upper semi continuous function. 

                      and                
          has the mixed    monotone property and   has the 

mixed    monotone property. 

            are continuous and   commutes with  ,   commutes 

with  , 

        either      or      is complete. 

            if a non decreasing sequence       , then      

for all  , 

    if a non increasing sequence       , then      for all  , 

for            there exists            such that  

                                                and  

                                                then 

        have unique common tripled fixed point. 

 

Proof: Let            be arbitrary points in  . From         

and        , there exist sequences      ,      ,      and      , 
      ,       in   such that  

                                
                               
                               
                                    
                                   
                                                    

 

with  

                

                

                
 

  

and  
                

                

                
 

Define a relation   on   as follows: 

 

                    (                 )  
 

    

{
 
 

 
 
 (   (                          )) 

 (   (

 (                 ) 

 (                 ) 

 (                 )

))

}
 
 

 
 

 

[   (                          )

    (

 (                 ) 

 (                 ) 

 (                 )

)] 

 

Then clearly   is a reflexive relation on X. 

 

Now for           

             

                                         

     {
 (   (                                      )) 

                                               
} 

 

          [
   (                                      )

                                            
] 

 

In this way for           

 

             

 

     {
 (   (                                      )) 

                                               
} 

 

          [
   (                                      )

                                            
] 

 

and            

 

             

 

     {
 (   (                                      )) 

                                               
} 

 

          [
   (                                      )

                                            
] 

 

Therefore 

                                            
 

     {
 (   (                                      )) 

                                               
} 

 

          [
   (                                      )

                                            
] 

 

Since for           we have          ,for           we 

have           and for           we have          . 

Therefore from Lemma 1.6 we have                   and 

                 ,                 , are non increasing. 

Let                                                    
  , 

                          . for  some           . 

If            then we get a contradiction . 

So           . 

Since   is upper semi continuous function so we have 

                                     , 

                                     , 

                                     . 

So for any     with      we have  

                                       , 

                                       , 

                                       . 

 

Therefore  

                                            
 

                               

       [
   (                                      )

                                            
] 

 

As    ,  

                                               
Now for    , and as       

                                            
                                                    
                                               

 

This shows                   are Cauchy sequence in  . 

Since      is a complete subspace of       so           , 

           and            are converges in the complete 

metric space         . 

Therefore                 ,                  and  

                 where           . 
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Since       and            so there exists            such 

that      ,       and         
Since as    ,                  and   is continuous and       

are commute so 

                     

                      

              
In the same way we can prove that, 

            ,              
Also, as    ,                        and   is continuous 

and       are commute so 

 (                    )     

                            

              
In the same way we can prove that , 

           ,              
Now  
         

     (                 ) 

                                      

{
   (                          )

    (                          )
} 

   =0 

Therefore      .  

Similarly we get      ,      . 

Hence  

                       ,  

                        and  

                       . 

This shows that         is tripled coincidence point of       and 

 . Now to prove that         is a fixed point of       and  .  

 

Consider 

          

                            

 

    {

                                         

                                          
                   

} 

 

[

                                      
                                         

                  
] 

 

 

    {
                                         

                                           
} 

 

[
                                     

                                         
] 

 

 

Letting     , we have that 

         . Therefore     . 
Similarly we can prove      and     . Now it remains to 

prove the uniqueness of          
Suppose            be an another coupled fixed point of       
and    

                                   

                                   

                                   

                                   

                                   

                                 

 

Now 

                                

    ( (   (                       ))* 

[
                            

                             
] 

                     
 

Therefore       
Similarly we can prove that      and     . 

Hence the results is proved.  

 
Example 2.2 Let         and define          as 

       
 

 
       and define             as          

   

 
 and          

      

 
 and define         as         

 

 
. 

Define a lower semi continuous function  

            as           , define      
 

 
 for all       

Then clearly         satisfies the all the conditions of Theorem 

2.1 except condition (2.1.1). 

Then       and   have a unique common coupled fixed point if 

they satisfies the condition (2.1.1) of Theorem 2.1. 

 

Now consider, 

R.H.S 
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  (
   

 
 
      

 
)  

  (                 ) = L.H.S, for all                  . 

Therefore we have L.H.S   R.H.S  

Hence by Theorem 2.1         have a unique common coupled 

fixed point.  

 

Corollary 1: Let         be a partially ordered metric space 

and let           and       be two mappings satisfies 

(1.1)   (                 )  
 

    

{
 
 

 
 
 (   (                          )) 

 (   (

 (                 ) 

 (                 ) 

 (                 )

))

}
 
 

 
 

 

[   (                          )

    (

 (                 ) 
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where             is lower semi continuous function and 

              be an upper semi continuous function. 

                     , 

          has the mixed    monotone property, 

          is continuous and   commutes with  ,  

              is complete. 

            if a non decreasing sequence       , then      

for all  , 

    if a non increasing sequence       , then      for all  , 

for            there exists            such that  

                                                and  

                                                then 

        have unique common tripled fixed point. 
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3. Conclusion  

In this article, the new Caristi type contraction in a Partially or-

dered metric space has been introduced and a fixed point theorem 

for four maps has been established with help of the new contrac-

tion. Our results is unified in the literature.    
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